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The University rfDayton

News Release

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON KICKS OFF
ADVANCED MANUFACTURING CONFERENCE WITH PUBLIC FORUM
DAYTON, Ohio, Oct. 19, 1988--The University of Dayton will kick off. a
two-day national symposium on competitive manufacturing with a public forum on
productivity and employee involvement.
Mitchell Fein, a consultant who developed "IMPROSHARE," a plan 250 U.S.
companies have adopted to divide productivity gains between management and
workers, will talk about the gainsharing plan and other ways to raise
productivity on Monday, Oct. 31 from 8 to 9:30 p.m. in the Dayton Convention
Center.
Fein is a consulting industrial engineer primarily concerned with
solving "the people problems" that arise between employees and management and
retard productivity.

Since 1937, he has served more than 500 companies in a

broad range of industries, concentrating on developing ways to increase
productivity.

Fein lectures extensively to management groups in the

u.s.

and

abroad.
Fein's address is part of a national conference hosted by the University
of Dayton at the Dayton Convention Center Nov. 1-2.

An estimated 500 of

America's manufacturing leaders will gather together at "Competitive
Manufacturing:

Winning Management Strategies" to celebrate the resurgence of

U.S. manufacturing and learn about successful management strategies.
Tickets to the pre-conference forum, which is free and open to the
public, can be requested by calling Teresa Bohlander at (513) 229-4632.
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